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Docket Nos.: 50-327/328

MT. H. G. Parris
Manager of Power
Tennessee Valley Authority
500A Chestnut Street Tower II
Chattanooga, Tennessee 37401

Dear Mr. Parris:

SUBJECT: REQUESTS FOR INFORMATION ON SEQUOYAH

Enclosed are requests for information in several areas for wh ch we require
your response in order to complete our reviews.

To aeep on chedule, we need completely adequate responses by September 7,
1979.

Sincerely,
1 1
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i
g' L. S. Rubenstein, Acting Chief

Light Water Reactors Bratich No. 4
Division of Project Management

Enclosures:
As stated

cc: See next page
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Tennessee Valley Authority

ccs:
Herbert S. Sanger, Jr. Esq.
General Counsel
Tennessee Valley Authority
400 Commerce Avenue
E11833
Knoxville, Tennessee 37902

Mr. E. G. Beasley
Tennessee Valley Authority
400 Commerce Avenue
W10Cl31 C
Knoxville, Tennessee 37902

Mr. Michael Harding
Westinghouse Electric Corporation
P. O. Box 355
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15230

Mr. David Lambert
Tennessee Valley Authority
400 Chestnut Street Tcwer II
Chattanooga, Tennessee 37401
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Enclosure

312-1

31 2.0 ACCIDENT ANALYSIS _ BRANCH

312.2 In order for the staff to evaluate the need to allow an
(15.5) additional 5 minutes of bypass leakage at an increased leak

rate of 25% of the total containment leakage through the
auxiliary building, the applicant is requested to provide a
pressure analysis of the auxiliary building during the first
10 minutes into the accident. The analysis should include
a pressure response curve of the auxiliary building atmosphere.
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362-1

362.0 GEOSCIENCES BRANCH (GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING)

362.6 The response to previous question Q 362.2 (TVA No. 2.67)
(2.5.1.10) does not provide the condc'' ,rades as requested. On

Figs. 2.5-99 and 2.5-100 at the appropriate boring loca-
tions, show bottom of conduit elevation, depth of unsuitable
foundation soil removed and the length of pile penetration.

362.7 Between boring 55-69 (Fig. 2.5.98) and the end of the pile
(2.5.1.1) supported concrete slab (near SS-59), what variation in fill

height was placed along the ERCW conduit alignment? What
settleme e of conduit under this fill height c ild be
expecteo oecause of the soft to medium MH and at materials
indicated at boring 55-69. What will be the stresses
induced in the conduit due to the settlement?

362.8 Provide a copy of the November 11, 1976 final inspection
(2.5.1.10) report on the East Steam Valve Room settlement problem.

Similar information which is listed in Table Q 2.68. I should
be provided for the East Steam Valve Room, if not already
incorporated in the final inspection report.

362.9 What are the estimated maximum static and dynamic loads to
(Table 2.69-1) be imposed on pile and caisson supported structures? Pro-

vide the magnitude of individual contributions (e.g., dead,
live, OBE, SSE) on the maximum loaded piles. What factors
of safety against soil failure due to pile loads have been
estimated for maximum normal and extreme environmental load-
ing conditions? Please indicate how these factors were
dete rmined :

362.10 Provide the basis for the acopted value of skin friction.

(Table 2.68-1) Provide layouts of pile foundations and indicate areas of
maximum compression and uplift loading. Are uplifting
forces to be imposed large enough to cause concern with a
mode of failure that allows for uplifting of a soil mass
which clings to a group of piles?

362.11 Provide a discussion on the method and assumptions used to

(Table 2.68-1) establish lateral deflection criteria and lateral load
capacity.

362.12 The staff requests a copy of the latest settlement

(2.5.5.3.1) calculations and a discussion on the reasons for selection
of the laboratory test results which were adopted in this
study. The purpose of this request is to better understand
the decrepancy between the currently predicted settlement
of 3.25 inches and the originally indicated value. The
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362-2

settlement plot of Fig. Q 2.70-1 does not indicate a level-
ing off of settlement after five years of monitoring.
Provide an estimate of time for total settlement to occur
with a discussion of the basis for selecting the adopted
values in this estimate.

362.13 It is difficult to understand why settlement monitoring was

(2.5.5.3.1) not performed on Category I structures founded on soil or
piles, except for the Diesel Generator Building, when the
reason for making extensive foundation revisions during con-
struction was a concern for unacceptable levels of settlement.
To alleviate the staff's concern we require monitoring of
settlement on the following structures for a minimum period
of nine months.

Diesel Generator Building
East Steam Valve Rooms
AERCW Cooling Towers and Pumping Station
ERCW Support Slab and Pump Station
Waste Packaging Area
Condensate Demineralizer Waste Evaporator Building

The details of the monitoring program (frequency, location,
reference monuments, etc.) could be discussed at a site
visit planned for late August,1979. The need for continua-
tion of monitoring beyond the requested nine months can be
determined after evaluation of the settlement records.

Provide the dates when piping and conduit connections were
made to Category I structures. We will require a table of
estimated stresses cod strains imposed on components if
settlements of significance are indicated by the required
monitoring program (including extrapolation back to as-
built record elevations).
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441-1

441.0 OPERATOR LICENSING _ BRANCH

441.1 Amendment 59 fails to describe the Hot License Program.
Information should describe the training and length of
courses involving lecture series, on-the-job training.
reactivity changes and simulator training.

441 .2 Specify the reactivity control manipulations that will be
performed by licensed personnel as part of the retraining
program. NRC must approve the control manipulations pur-
suant to 10 CFR Part 55, Appendix A.
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